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UNEXTENDED BIRTH CERTIFICATE
(Art. 99 Law # 659, dated 7-17-1944)

WE CERTIFY: That in the Civil Status Office of the 1ST CIRCUMSCRIPTION, NATIONAL DISTRICT, registered on the Sixteenth of the month of January of the year Nineteen hundred eighty-nine (01/16/1989), found registered in Book # 0910 of BIRTH registries, TIMELY DECLARATION, Folio # 0221, Certificate # 0005100, Year 1989, the registry belonging to:

*** DIEGO COLORES ***

Of the MALE sex, born in SANTO DOMINGO, on the fourth of the month of January of the year Nineteen hundred eighty-nine (01/04/1989) at 8:35 a.m.

DECLARANT: MONTALVO SUAREZ, FEDERICO DIEGO, who is the Father, country of nationality Dominican Republic, Identity Card # 011260-036.

FATHER: MONTALVO SUAREZ, FEDERICO DIEGO, country of nationality Dominican Republic, born on the second day of the month of December of the year Nineteen hundred forty-four, birthplace San Jose de Las Matas, Married, occupation Engineer, residing in this city, Identity Card # 091020-010.

MOTHER: BISONO DE MONTALVO, ISABELLA LOPEZ, country of nationality Dominican Republic, born on the ninth of August of the year Nineteen hundred forty-eight (08/09/1948), birthplace Santo, D.R., Married, residing in this city, Identity Card # 0010130-090.

This document is expedited upon the request of the interested party in the SANTO DOMINGO, NATIONAL DISTRICT in the Dominican Republic, today, the EIGHTEENTH (18TH) day of the month of JULY of the year TWO THOUSAND SEVENTEEN (2017).

[SEAL: CIVIL STATUS OFFICE]

[MIRIAM TERESA SUAREZ CONTRERAS]
DIRECTOR OF THE CENTRAL OFFICE OF CIVIL STATUS